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0. Introduction. In an ^-dimensional aίϊine space AH} when geodesies
are represented by n — 2 homogeneous linear equations with respect to
coordinates and another equation for a suitable coordinate system, B.
KaganC2;i called Au a subprojective space.

The n — 2 homogeneous linear equations represent a two-dimensional
surface and may be written in the form
(0.1) ihxh = ahxn~ι + βhxn Hi = 1,2, -n - 2),
where α:7'- and /3Λ are constants. Consequently, in the subprojective space,
geodesies lie on two-dimensional surfaces whose equations are given by
the form (0.1) for a suitable coordinate system. From (0.1) we find that
the affine connection Γ*v takes the form
(0.2) Tκ

μv - φμS
Xu + <pXμ -f Ψμvx

λ,
where <Pμ and ψμv are any covariant vector and isymmetric tensor res-
pectively.

Conversely, if the affine connection is given by (0.2) for a suitable
coordinate system, we can conclude that An is a subprojective space.

P. RachevskyC5:ι proved that, when ψίJL is a gradient vector, affine connec-
tion (0.2) is reducible to the form

by a transformation of coordinates
xλ = evχλ,

where φμ = ^τ^- The coordinate system xκ is called the canonical system.

However, in a subprojective Riemannian space, since it is concluded
from (0.2) that ψμ is a gradient vector, Christoffel symbols of the second
kind may be written as

(0.3) m=^* λ

with respect to the canonical coordinate system.
From (0.3) P. Rachevsky introduced relations, as a necessary and

sufficient condition that a Riemannian space be subprojective,

(A) RλμVω
 =z ίhωίjμv + ±μv(fvω -*λvί7λω Tμ.ω(Jχv,

<0.4) (A') / μ v ; ω - Tμω.v = 0,
(B) Ί\v = pgμv 4- P

where
1

(0. 5) Tμv = - _-


